
Pokelon, and its upcoming sister token Elonballs, are BEP20 tokens that 
parody wildly popular trends in DeFi and Gaming culture and bring them to 
life as an interactive, NFT Collectible Card Game.
 
Holders have access to the Elondex, a comprehensive library of all currently-
known NFTs and are eligible to win giveaways for these NFTs or trade them 
in the community.

$POKELON launched on Pancake Swap on 05/11/21 to an extremely 
excited community of 1800+ early adopters on our Telegram. Since that 
time, The Pokelon Team has given away over 100+ collectible holographic 
NFT cards to holders and expanded the project towards its ultimate goal 
of allowing holders to battle their Pokelon in a digital collectible card 
game. To that end, on 07/21/21, we will launch the sequel token and 
staking platform, $ELONBALLS.

The Pokelon Ecosystem Engine

The Future
The History Of



Dev. Tokens
Marketing Tokens
Presale
Burned
Available At Listing
Private Sale

Token Type: BEP20
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 (Quadrillion)
Presale: 400000000000000 (40%)
Available At Listing: 400000000000000 (40%)
Private Sale: 100000000000000 (10%) 
(Private Sale is for Influencers and promoters.)
Burned At Launch: 60000000000000 (6%) 
Development Tokens: 20000000000000 (2%) 
Marketing Tokens: 20000000000000 (2%) 
 
Relevant Link: Elonballs.com

2% To Holders
4% Marketing
6% Buy Back

 

Tax Per Tx.

100%
Safe To Ape

Liquidity Locked, Ownership Renounced
Anti-Whale, Anti-Bot

POKELONOMICS

7% To Holders
4% Marketing
2% Buy Backs

 

BUY TAX SELL TAX



At launch, $POKELON holders will be able to 
stake their Pokelon on the Pokelon dAapp and 
receive $ELONBALLS as rewards.
 
Within one week of launch, Elonballs holders will 
also be able to stake their tokens. NFT cards will 
also be available for long-term staking rewards 
for Elonballs holders.
 

ELONBALLS

PRIMARY FEATURES
 
 

PHYSICAL  
NFTS

STAKING

Physical NFTs are actual holographic playing 
cards with a QR code on the back that 
corresponds to the digital version of the NFT.
 
These cards can be obtained through any of the 
methods outlined in the NFT section below and 
all Legendary NFTs come with a physical 
counterpart.
 



Elonballs has a built-in Buyback mechanism that 
allows for buyback of both $POKELON and 
$ELONBALLS. We'll be using this function, 
known as "Gyaradip", to offset any selling and 
keep the price stable.
 
The community will determine, by vote, whether 
these purchased tokens will be burned or locked.
 

ELONBALLS

PRIMARY FEATURES
 
 

ANTIBOT
ANTIWHALE

BUYBACKS

Elonballs will feature an anti-bot measure that 
enforces a cool-down period between 
purchases.
 
Whales will also be discouraged by the 
considerable selling tax and a maximum 
purchase limit. Details to be announced at 
launch to prevent botting.
 



Just like the Red & Blue counterparts of the 
beloved franchise that Pokelon parodies, 
Pokelon and Elonballs holders will have access 
to different sets of NFTs and will be required to 
trade or own both tokens if they want to collect 
all of them.
 
Holders of both tokens will be eligible to win 
Legendary Pokelon NFTs, the rarest NFT cards 
that the project will ever mint.
 

ELONBALLS

PRIMARY FEATURES
 
 

MOON
STONES

EXCLUSIVE 
NFTs

Whenever the price of Pokelon or Elonballs 
doubles (2x), the community will gain access to a 
Moon Stone. Moon Stones are mysterious 
stones that can trigger an evolution in any  
Pokelon in the Elondex.
 
After the community votes on the next evolution, 
a new NFT Card will be minted for giveaway.
 



 
 
2% of the supply will go to the marketing wallet 
at launch, with an additional 4% of every buy 
and sell going towards marketing and 
development. Other projects run out of money 
for marketing in a week, we've taken steps to 
ensure $ELONBALLS and the Pokelon System 
can go the distance.
 

ELONBALLS

PRIMARY FEATURES
 
 

THE
POKELON
DAPP

SUSTAINABLE 
MARKETING 
WALLET

Elonballs ushers in the first iteration of the 
Pokelon dApp. Development funds will be used 
to expand this dApp to include a custom Elondex 
of all NFTs the holder currently owns.
 
The final iteration of this technology will 
determine the cards the holder currently has in 
their connected wallets, which will be available 
for play in the digital version of the collectible 
card game.
 



The Lifeblood of Pokelon

NFTS
 
 

NFTs are the way Pokelon and Elonballs Trainers interact with the Pokelon 
universe. There are currently two separate types of NFTs, Gym Badges and Cards.
 

GYM BADGES
Gym Badges reward holders in the Pokelon 
community who go above and beyond to promote 
the project or meet certain requirements. These 
can be obtained by filling out a form on the 
official site and are rewarded every 48 hours to 
eligible applicants.

CARDS

Cards are the primary form of NFT and allow 
holders to win collectible NFT cards that will 
be playable in the future.
 
Cards can be acquired in a number of ways, 
which are detailed on the next page.



Pokelon NFT Cards

How To Catch Em
 
 

NFTs are the way Pokelon and Elonballs Trainers interact with the Pokelon 
universe. There are currently two separate types of NFTs, Gym Badges and Cards.
 

#1

Encounters

Twice a week, the Pokelon Community is notified 
that a new Pokelon will be encountered at a specific 
date and a time posted to the Telegram and 
Official Pokelon site.
 
At that time, a form is posted for 3 minutes. And any 
applicants who enter are eligible to win the NFT by 
random draw.

#2

Mystery Eggs

Every week, a new Mystery Egg is “incubated” and 
given a specific hatch date. 
 
Unlike the flash giveaway nature of Encounters, 
holders are given a full week to enter into the 
giveaway.



Pokelon NFT Cards

How To Catch Em
 
 

NFTs are the way Pokelon and Elonballs Trainers interact with the Pokelon 
universe. There are currently two separate types of NFTs, Gym Badges and Cards.
 

#3

Booster Packs

Much like real-life collectible card games, holders 
of Elonballs can greatly increase their collection of 
Pokelon Cards by winning or purchasing Booster 
Packs. 
 
Each booster pack contains 18 randomly selected 
Pokelon cards with at least one guaranteed 
holographic card.

#4

Legendary Encounters

Available only for holders of both $POKELON and 
$ELONBALLS. Legendary encounters are held at 
random and allow holders to win one extremely 
rare Pokelon Card.
 
Every Legendary NFT comes with a complimentary 
Physical NFT Counterpart.



The Elonballs Whitepaper

CLOSING
 
 

The Market Crash of May 2021 affected a great deal of 
incredible projects in Decentralized Finance. Thankfully, 
Pokelon was blessed with a dedicated community that 
saw our vision and allowed us the opportunity to march 
forward.
 
With the launch of Elonballs on 07/21/21, we look forward 
to introducing an entirely new audience to the wonderful 
world of Pokelon. We hope that you'll join us as we bring 
the world one step closer to the internationally shared 
dream of being able to beat the shit out of one another's 
cryptocurrency culture icons in card form.
 
-The Pokelon Finance Team


